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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

The most recent surface analysis shows a stalled frontal boundary across the northern GOM into the Texas Coast. 
Observations show a weak surface trough may be forming along the front over the western GOM where fresh/strong 
southeast winds will be possible. This is the area where strong thunderstorms are ongoing. The front will gradually move 
inland on Monday as high pressure builds into the far eastern GOM. Southerly winds at moderate speeds will be common 
Tuesday across the basin with the best chances for thunderstorms being greatest over the northern coastal blocks. A cold 
front will be moving southward through the Plains. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

By Wednesday, the cold front is expected to move into the GOM and will gradually spread south and east across the basin 
through the day and evening. Forecast guidance continues to show the wind shift out of the north will be moderate and the 
front is expected to stall over the southern GOM Thursday as a low-pressure forms in the Bay of Campeche. This potential low 
pressure will be the next weather feature of interest as some reliable guidance shows now Feature 31L gradually moving 
northward toward the southern GOM later this week and could pose a low threat for tropical cyclone development. 
Increasing southerly winds and seas could be possible by the weekend, however, this is uncertain due to significant 
differences within the models. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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